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1. Introduction 

Catalytic hydrogenation is a fundamental transformation in organic chemistry, however, this 

transformation was inconceivable without metal catalysts. Considering sustainability and 

toxical problems, a need arose to replace metals. In 2006, Stephan and his coworkers proved 

that so-called frustrated Lewis pairs (FLP) can activate hydrogen in a metal-free manner 

(Scheme 1.).
i
 Frustrated Lewis pairs have unprecedented reactivity, which is investigated by 

several research groups to find new applications. The most investigated area concerning FLPs 

is catalytic hydrogenation, however some of these catalysts can activate other molecules, for 

example N2O, CO, or CO2. 

 

 

Scheme 1. Left: Molecular orbital interactions between transition metals and hydrogen molecule. Right: 

Hydrogen activation by frustrated Lewis pairs 
if
 

The concept of frustrated Lewis pairs (FLP) opened a new, rapidly expanding field in organic 

chemistry. Owing to the efforts on catalyst development, for example the steric and electronic 

fine-tuning of Lewis acids and bases, the scope of reducible substrates has been extended.  

However, despite FLPs have gained more and more applications, they still suffer from the 

complete lack of water tolerance, and they are also sensitive to small Lewis bases. Therefore 

the reactions must be performed under inert atmosphere, and the substrates have to be 

carefully selected, thus the widespread application of FLPs in laboratories, or in industry is 

restrained.  
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2. Goals 

Although, FLP catalysis has a great potential in the field of catalytic hydrogenation, the first-

generation catalysts were too reactive to gain widespread applicability. Since they were very 

sensitive to water and small Lewis bases and side reactions also tended to occur, the reaction 

conditions and the substrates had to be carefully chosen.  

Our research group is working on the development and application of new FLP catalysts. Our 

goal was to synthesize new FLPs with better functional group tolerance and selectivity. Based 

on our former results with mesityl-bis(pentafluorophenyl)borane, we continued to develop 

new catalysts based on “size-exclusion” approach. We aimed to fine-tune both the steric and 

electronic properties of the Lewis acidic boranes.  (Scheme 2.) 

 

Scheme 2.  Steric and electronic fine-tuning 

We aimed to test our new catalysts in the reduction of carbonyl compounds, which was 

unprecedented with catalytic amount of FLPs. (Scheme 3.)
 ii

 

 

Scheme 3. Metal-free catalytic reduction of carbonyl compounds 

Besides the substrate scope, we also aimed to extend the field of application of FLPs. Since 

these metal-free catalysts inherently have an unquenched acidic and basic part, we have the 

possibility to take an advantage of this nature. Beyond hydrogen activation, FLPs also can act 

as acid catalysts, that opens their application in tandem catalysis.  
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3. Results 

The results of my research are summarised below: 

1. We recognised that the reduced strength of the Lewis base component is critical to use 

FLPs in the presence of water. Both hydroxyl group, generated in the reduction of carbonyl 

compound, and water act as an inhibitor of the catalyst in the presence of strong bases. 

A hydroxyl group coordinated to a borane becomes a strong Brønsted acid
iii

, which can be 

irreversibly deprotonated by a strong base. To overcome this irreversible complexation, 

weaker O-bases have to be used instead of stronger N- or P-bases. 

 

Scheme 4. „Splitting” of water by frustrated Lewis pairs 

2. We adjusted the Lewis-acid to the weak base, considering two criteria. On one hand, 

the Lewis acid has to be strong enough, otherwise the FLP loses its ability to split hydrogen. 

But on the other hand, the Lewis acidity has to be attenuated, to reduce the acid strength of 

the borane-hydroxyl complex. According to these criteria, and former publications in the 

literature 
iv

, we synthesized four Lewis acid components. (Scheme 5.) 

 

Scheme 5. Boranes, developed considering steric and electronic properties 

3. With the fine-tuning of both the Lewis acidic and basic component, we developed new 

FLP catalysts. These catalysts were able to reduce carbonyl compounds in a catalytic manner, 

the alcohols formed in the reactions did not inhibit the borane. 

For the comparison of the catalysts, we performed the reduction of benzaldehyde and 

chalcone with several borane-base pairs. We chose 2a-THF pair for the reduction of further 

substrates, which could be transformed to ethers with high conversion and selectivity. (Figure 

1.) 
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Figure 1. FLP catalysed reduction of carbonyl compounds 

 

4. The 2a-THF frustrated Lewis pair kept its catalytic activity in the presence of 

moisture, thus its synthetic application became simpler. We successfully performed the 

reduction of aldehydes and ketones without the need of inert techniques (Schlenk line, glove-

box). The experiments were performed at 55°C and 100 bar H2 pressure, with a borane which 

was stored in an open vial for a week. (Figure 2.) 

 

 

Figure 2. FLP catalysed reduction of carbonyl compounds without inert techniques 

 

5. We did NMR experiments and theoretical calculations to investigate the reason of the 

moisture tolerance. According to these studies, the boron-based Lewis acids, developed in our 

laboratory, form a weaker complex with water, because of their steric hindrance and reduced 

Lewis acidity. Since the borane-water complex is weaker, the Lewis acid generated Brønsted 

acid is also weaker than in the case of former boranes used in FLP chemistry. Because of the 

decreased acidity, deprotonation is reversible and free borane remains in the equilibrium, 

which is responsible for the catalytic activity.   

 

6. We proposed a mechanism of FLP hydrogenation based on theoretical calculations.  

According to the calculations, THF is the most favoured base for hydrogen splitting. THF also 

has an important role in the stabilization of the [2a-H]
-
[THF-H]

+
 complex, which forms in the 
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first step. The stabilizing solvent molecule can be replaced by a carbonyl compound, which 

also can form hydrogen bond with [THF-H]
+
. In this manner, the C=O bond is activated, and 

finally hydride transfer can take place. (Scheme 6.) 

 

 

 

Scheme 6. Proposed mechanism for the reduction of carbonyl compounds 

 

7. Recognising the importance of the FLP generated Brønsted acids, we started to design 

a possible tandem reaction, the reductive etherification with FLP catalysts. (Scheme 7.)  

 

 

Scheme 7. Application of Lewis acid generated Brønsted acid in tandem catalysis 

The first step of the tandem reaction is acetal formation, which is catalysed by Lewis acid 

generated Brønsted acid. This step is followed by FLP hydrogenation. We investigated the 

tandem reaction step-by-step. 
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8. First, we investigated the reductive alkylation of acetals and ketals. The 

transformations had full conversion and excellent selectivity (Figure 3.). 

 

 

Figure 3. Reduction of acetals and ketals with FLP 

9. Following the reduction of acetals, we started to optimize the direct reductive 

alkylation of carbonyl compounds. We managed to transform aldehydes and ketones to 

methyl and ethyl ethers with trialkyl orthoformates also with excellent conversion and good 

selectivity. (Figure 4.) 

 

Figure 4. FLP catalysed reductive alkylation of carbonyl compounds with orthoformates 
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10. Due to the moisture tolerance of the catalyst, we could perform condensation 

reactions. We successfully converted aldehydes and ketones to ethers, using alcohols as 

alkylating agents. Among these alcohols, with isopropanol we found high selectivity and good 

yields. (Figure 5.) 

 

Figure 5. FLP catalysed reductive alkylation of carbonyl compounds with alcohols  

 

11. Having investigated the mechanism of reductive etherification, we identified that 

acetal formation is catalysed by FLP generated Brønsted acid. We assume, that water or 

alcohol complex of the borane, or protonated THF generated during FLP hydrogen cleveage 

can act as Brønsted acid catalyst. 
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